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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE RATED POLES 
CAMPUS SECURITY

In today’s rapidly advancing landscape, it is more critical 
than ever to keep our education and business campuses 
secure. Whether you’re monitoring people or vehicle traffic, 
Quickset offers a suite of pole products tailored to support 
camera systems and related equipment. These products 
were designed chiefly to offer rigid and stable video 
surveillance platforms to ensure video clarity while also 
simplifying the installation process.  

Our products come in two main architectures: fixed steel 
poles and our PolEvators. The fixed CCTV poles utilize 
heavy-gauge steel walls to survive wind gusts up to 170 
mph and have anti-corrosion and powder coat finishes to 
reliably support your security network in any weather 
environment. The PolEvator products include a patented 
lowering mechanism for installing and servicing your 
camera equipment. This mechanism can be actuated by a 
technician from ground level using a standard drill, 
eliminating the need for a bucket truck or ladder. 
Additionally, Quickset offers accessories that support 
both pole options such as anchoring jigs and lightning 
rods. Our pole and PolEvator models share a common 
mounting interface for the installation of security 
cameras at a stable, elevated position.



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Quickset PolEvators were installed on the roof of a parking deck - in each corner, and in 
the center - allowing a view down the central ramp. The University was looking to get the 
maximum coverage using the fewest cameras possible and the PolEvator was able to do 
this. Craig Chucker, division manager for Security Technology and Building Security 
Systems at the University, advises that the units were chosen for their ease of use.  
“The PolEvator will allow our technicians the ability to service cameras without a ladder 
or a bucket truck,” Chucker said.

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
A Quickset 16-foot fixed pole was installed above the box seats at Beaver stadium.  
The University was looking for a pole that could be installed through a maintenance hatch 
for roof access while also supporting a long-range camera system. Quickset’s 16-foot 
steel pole met their requirements for a stable long-range image even with windy 
conditions and raucous crowds.

SIEMENS CAMPUS
Quickset installed multiple 18-foot fixed security camera poles were across a Siemens 
campus near Atlanta Georgia. The poles achieved the goal of providing security across 
the campus with an unobtrusive appearance. Additionally, the design of the poles allow 
security cameras to be easily maintained or replaced over time as technology changes.
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE RATED POLES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Features

Fixed Poles PolEvator
Model P1600 Model P1800/P1800TB Model PV16N/PV16NX2 Model PV18N/PV18NX2

Construction ASTM A500 steel with anti-corrosion treatment and powder coat finish (custom 
color available upon request) Extruded 6063 aluminum

Dimensions 16' height  
(4.75" x 4.75" pole + 12" x 12" base)

18' height  
(4.75" x 4.75" Pole + 13" x 13" base)

16' height  
(4.75" x 4.75" Pole + 12" x 12" base)

18' height  
(4.75" x 4.75" Pole + 13" x 13" base)

Weight 200 lbs. (90.8 KG); Base - 34 lbs. (15.4 KG) 155 lbs. (70.3 KG) 200 lbs. (90.8 KG)

Loading
 Max wind capacity: 35 lbs. at 12u (max)

Max wind load: 170 mph (16' pole without base. Up to 3 cameras) Max wind load: 150mph

Payload mounting pattern 5.5" x 2" (4) 3/8"-16 threaded inserts

Max camera height 15.9' 17.6' 15.5' raised / 5' lowered’ 17.2' raised / 6.7' lowered

SHIPPING SPECIFICATIONS
Features Models P1600/P1800 Models PV16N/PV18N Base (“18” Models) NEMA box

Weight 300 lbs.  
(136.2 KG)

530 lbs.  
(240.6 KG)

36 lbs.  
(16.3 KG)

10 lbs.  
(4.54 KG)

Box dimensions 192" x 12" x 12"  
(487.68 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm)

216" x 15" x 17"  
(548.6 x 38.1 x 43.2 cm)

22.5" x 15" x 18"  
(57.2 x 38.1 x 45.7 cm)

18" x 11" x 7"  
(45.7 x 27.9 x 17.8 cm)

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS – PolEvator
Features Specifications
Load screw 1" diameter stainless steel

Bearings Stainless steel and polymer

Protective Nylon brushes
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